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The Elements of EAP:A Comprehensive Overview
The Employee Assistance Professionals Association (EAPA) is pleased to present this quality two-day
training, taught by two of the pioneering professionals in the field, Brenda Blair and )ohn Riley. It is
divided into six modules covering the six core areas of EAP practice and will provide participants with
state-of-the-art information on the foundation of employee assistance programming.
This course is especially valuable to:
1 human resource practitioners 1 nursing and medical professionals
1 benefits managers
1 those associated with the allied health fields
The Need

The Resul4s!!

The Goal

EAPA has recognized the need and
desire of those professionals working
with EAPs to augment their existing
skills and educational experiences
with state-of-the-art information about
the field of employee assistance
programming.

Good pace! Excellent~roup,dynamies!

To develop, expand and refine EAP
knowledge, skills and abilities,
regardless of educational and work
experiences and encourage active
class participation and discussion,
thereby enhancing the overall learning
experience and the direct application
of presented information to participants' work environments.

Great handouts! Great presenters!
These were among the comments
from participants of the course's first
two offerings in Portland, OR and Trenton, N). Of a possible 5.0, the overall
evaluation score wasan excellent 4.65!

Unlike anything presented before, the EAPA-sponsored training courses bear the endorsement of EAPA—the
premier international association of employee assistance professionals, and the approval of EAPA's Education and
Training Committee. EAPA's lamp-of-knowledge emblem is your assurance'of a quality educational product
representative of the EAP field.

Training Locations
1 March 18-19, Radisson Hotel, Denver, CO
1 April 18-19, Holiday Inn, Nashville, TN
1 September 12-13, Hyatt at LAX, Los Angeles, CA

1 April 5-6, Holiday Inn, Flint, MI
1 April 27-28, Roosevelt Hotel, Manhatten, NY
1 November 16-17, Back Bay-Hilton, Boston, MA

To register or receive a training brochure contact:
Employee Assistance Professionals Association, Inc.
2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 500, Arlington, VA 22201; phone (703) 522-6272; fax (703) 522-4585
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With the wheels of government in high gear, the Health Security
Act could well be before Congress this Spring. Be ready. Attend
the Public Policy Conference, March 13-15 (see pages 2 and 3).
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PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE

EAPA March on Washington
by Sandra Turner, CEAP
EAPA President
ow that I have your attention,
allow me to make my pitch:

"We need you in
Washington, D.C. for EAPA's
Public Policy Conference."
The dates are Sunday, March 13
through Tuesday, March 15. Why
should you attend? Washington is a
town in perpetual motion these
days...keeping pace with our
hyperkinetic President. Domestic and
international agendas are being
advanced on a fast track. NAFTA,
GATE,the Brady Bill have passed the
U.S. Congress on a remarkable wave
of activism by this new President and
Congress.
Healthcare reform is next on the
agenda. I predict that some version of
healthcare reform will be enacted by
Congress before September, 1994.
EAPA's national Legislative and
Public Policy Committee, chaired by
Joe O'Sullivan, each local chapter's
committee members,the EAPA Board
of Directors, COO Michael Benjamin
and Government Relations Director
Maureen Kerrigan have been working
hard overthe pastone-and-a-half years
to strategically position EAPs for
healthcare reform.
The November/December Exchange outlined EAPA's campaign
regarding healthcare reform. It also
focused upon EAPA's involvement in
local, state and national legislative
efforts on other issues facing EAPs:
drug/alcohol testing; licensure of
employee assistance professionals;
~RISA plans; etc. This Legislative and
Public Policy conference next month
reports on all of these efforts and pulls
employee assistance professtonalsinto
the "action." Professional associations
such as EAPA do have a legitimate
responsibility to mediate with
government on public policy issues
affecting their members and
constituencies. EAPA'sstrengthistruly
in its numbers (members and related
2
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disciplines) on Capitol Hill and in the
statehouses across the U.S.
March,walk,ride with us to Capitol
Hill this March 13 -15! I look forward
to seeing you there.
President Clinton's healthcare
reform proposal has been called the
most extensive social initiative by
government since the New Deal. Last
December I attended a seminar of the
Health Action Council in Cleveland.
The seminar leaders were Leonard Gray
and Richard Knapp of William M.
Mercer, Inc. Their remarks were
profound, riveting the entire audience.
Rick Knapp in particular spoke of the
key human resource management and
benefit communication issues facing
companies large and small as a result
of healthcare reform. He raised a
number of questions that EAPs should
pose to their managers in Benefits and
Human Resources:
• Will your company augment the
basic benefit package with other
benefits or wellness programs?
• Are your defined contribution
and defined benefit plans
overachieving in light of healthcare
reform?
• Do you intend to boost base pay
to cover a portion of the shortfall in
benefits or increased employee
contributions?
• What impact will healthcare
reform have on your organization's
total compensation philosophyand its
components?
• How will employees —
particularly those nearing retirement
age — be anchored to your
organization once "job lock" is gone?
• What will replace health benefits
in the implicit contract between your
organization and its employees?
• Will your organization change its
mix ofpart-time employees in response
to healthcare reform?
• Will healthcare reform force a
change in your organization's basic
business strategy?
• What role will your organization
continue to play in providinghealthcare

information and assistance to
employees?
• How will your company ensure a
return on the considerable investmentit
will continue to make once health
benefits become"SocialSecurity-ized"?
• What do you need to be telling
senior management about healthcare
reform...and what decisions should
they be making now?
• How will you explain all this to
employees, and when?
• Have you considered these issues
with your companies and unions?
Healthcare reform is not only a
matter of economics, it has broad
implications for the "culture" of
American business.
Benefits,
especially healthcare, have been a
major element in the contract between
employers, unions and employees.
When that element is removed from
the workplace, what is the effect on
the fragile balance in the "contract"
between employees and their
employer? Employees will no longer
be tied to their workplace because of
health insurance benefits. How will
that affect their relationship with their
employer? Whatwilltheyexpectfrom
employers to replace this element of
the benefits package? Will it be more
empowerment, sharing in setting the
vision of the organization, a more
respectful work environment?
These organizational questions are
a sign ificant cha I lenge to the American
workplace and thus represent a
significant opportunity for EAPs with
D!
organizational skills.

for EAPA's 4th Public Policv Conference
March 13-15 • Loew's L'Enfant Plaza Hotel •Washington, DC

Conference registration includes all workshops, all PDHs, Monday Reception and Tuesday Breakfast
Name

(Credentials)

Company Name
Address
Zip

State

City
Telephone(

)

EAPA Member Registration Fee..............................................................................................................$175.00
Non-Member Registration Fee ............................................................................................................... $225.00
Additional Breakfast Tickets .....................................................................................................................$ 20.00
❑ Yes, I will be attending the Monday reception
❑ Check here if you are disabled or require special services. Attach a written description of your needs.
RegistrationFee ................................................................................................................................$

.00

Additional Tuesday Breakfast Tickets ...............................................................................................$

.00

Name of Guests)
Organization
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED ..........................................................................................................$
My check for $
My Purchase Order for $

is enclosed.
is enclosed.

Charge to my: [ ]American Express [

]Visa [

.00

]Master Card
Exp. Date

Card Number
Cardholder's Signature

_

Please return completed form and payment to:
EAPA Legislative Conference,
2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500, Arlington, VA
22201;(703) 522-6272; Fax:(703)522-4585

~

Cance11at1oNRefund Policy: All cancellations must be
in writing. Written requests postmarked prior to March 4,
1994 will be assessed a $25.00 handling fee. There will
be no refunds, for any reason, after March 4, 1994.
Substitutions are always welcome.
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More moveY won't
so ve our empY
o ees'
e t pro er~~s.
Have you ever heard employees say that if they only had another $20 a week they
could solve their money ~u~d debt problems? More money won't solve their problems.
I.ear~~ing low to better manage their money a~1d credit will.
Consumer Credit Counseling Service believes the sma~~est way to ha~ldle financial
problems is to prevent them. That's wlry CCCS has created coir~non sense workshops
where professional financial wunselois teach youP
ONSUMER
emIFloYees flow to effectivelY manape
RE°'T
OUNSELING
b their moveY,
TO C017ti1Ct C~le e({UCaCl0i1 C{el)~ll'~ll]ellt Of Clle

~
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nearest nonprofit,CCCS office,dial 1-800388-2227.

PERSONALIZED CARDS
WITH THE STAYING POWER
TO LAST FOR YEARS!
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Hold Htumb crr~ agware tc~ et~un! tlt tin to Endr~~1~ y~ut stress I~tvst

Stress Cards in a variety of styles, including
"The EAP Card” and "The Economy Stress
Card". We also offer colorful magnetic and
plastic business cards at the lowest prices.
Free Catalog with samples.
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\IVi 01 the Real Story Please Stand U p?
by Michael L. Benjamin
Chief Operating Officer

've discovered a few things about
the media after nearly 15 years of
living in Washington, D.C., where
media management can be an allconsumingtask, including:
• be wary of taking print stories
about complex subjects at face value,
particularly considering journalists'
dual pressures ofdead)i nes and making
a topic sound newsworthy;
•review sourcedocumentsinorder
to do your own analysis of a particular
news story or press release;
•recognizetheneedtoeducatethe
media on an ongoing basis about
complex subjects. Mycommentary th is
month concerns the release of two
important reports, germane to the
business of EAPs, in which the media
took an interest.
Within ~ span of two weeks in late
November and early December, two
high-level sources that advise the U.S.
government and the American people
published seemingly contradictory
reports; The Presidents Commission
Report on Model State Drug Laws;and
the National Research Council of the
National AcademyofSciences'Report
"Under the Influence? Drugs and the
American Work Force." Within each
report were recommendations that
essentially supported EAPs, but the
perceptions presented through press
releases were distinctly different.
On December 13,about 50 people
witnessed the unveiling of the Final
Report of the President's Commission
of Model State Drug Laws. This fivevolume report contained 44 model
state
statutes
and
drug
recommendations addressing a range
of issues including law enforcement,
treatment, drug-free families, schools
and workplaces.In its policystatement,
the report states,"Aside from the many
benefits that employee assistance
programs bring to workforce health,
safety,and welI-being,EAPs also prove
cost effective for employers," offering

a 4:1 return or better on investment.
Referring to the EAPA-administered
CEAP program, the report continues,
"With the inclusion of employee
assistance programs in many facets of
its proposed' legislation, the
Commission wishes to insure that
public and private employers contract
only with qualified employee
assistance professionals." More
information on this report appears on
page 20 in an article by EAPA's Director
of Government Relations, Maureen
Kerrigan. I commend Maureen and
the leadership of the EAPA chapters
and EAPA International headquarters
officers for their efforts these past two
years.
Let's now look at the other side of
the coin. Two weeks prior, on
November 29, the National Research
Council released its reportwith a press
releasewhose headlineshouted,"Little
Evidence to Support or Negate
Effectivenessof Interventionsfor Drugs
in the Workplace."This report,funded
by the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, was created by tMe Committee
on Drug Use in the Workplace, which
was convened by the National
Research Council. The committee's
charge was to analyze the extent of
scientific knowledge in various areas,
including the implications of drug use
for workplace productivity, as well as
scientific work and research on the
effectiveness of organizational drug
intervention programs, with special
emphasis on drug-testing programs.
From Nashville, Tennessee to San
Francisco, California, that headline
appeared on front pages of newspapers
followed by text such as the following:
"EAPs have concentrated thei r energies
on finding new cases of alcohol and
drug abuse. Most have devoted little
time to relapse prevention. Follow-up
services are either non-existent or
limited to the duration of treatment
aid one or two visits after the patient
has returned to work. Hence, EAPs
may not be preventing relapses as
much as they are teaching clients how

to use the treatment system more
frequently." One newspaper actually
questioned the viability of EAPs.
Did those words really reflect the
substance of the report? The source
document states, "...there is growing
evidence from studies of specific EAP
components that: (1) constructive
confrontation and referral by
supervisors may improve outcomes;
(2) long-term follow-up support by
EAP staff may improve outcomes; and
(3) initial referral of alcoholic
.produces better
employees.
outcomes...when the EAP provides
long-term support and monitoring of
the cl Tents." T#~e report goes on to state
thatdesigningan EAP isvery important
in accommodating differences in
organizational structures, employee
demography, benefit packages,
supervisory
authority
and
organizational
experiences.
Further~rnore, "customizing EAPs to
take account of such differences leads
to a greater or lesser emphasis on
different aspectsofcore and supporting
EAP technologies, as well as different
types and levels of investment in EAP
components." Etc., etc.
Were the two reports contradictory
in nature? Not really, but clearly the
"spin doctors" spun different webs.
Withoutgoi ng to the sou rce docu ment,
we would have missed Council
recommendations that EAPs monitor
treatment participation and provide
for long-term follow-up and that EAPs
should be evaluated by more than
patient count. Incidentally, EAPA
issued its own press releases on each
day to present its facts.
encou rage EAP providers to obtain
each of the full reports, by calling
(202)467-9640(model state drug laws)
and 1-800-624-6242 ("Under the
Influence?"). Each EAP library should
also contain important EAP source
documents,such as those listed on the
inside back cover of this issue of the
Exchange.
~~
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H~.s t e ore Tec no 0
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?
Become an Anac ro~.ism
BY RUDY M.YANDRICK

o describe the Core Technology of
~'~~`~~"~r1 ~
Employee Assistance Programs in
°~
'I~~,.~~~~`r~~~~j1u~
~Ft.u+~ ~ 1,~'.
anything less than theological terms
~~~
~II
i
would be to understate its significance
~Se-~'~
and impact on the EAP field since its adoption in
1985. In fact the Core Technology, a king of
treatise on the unique aspects of EAP practice that
wasendowed to the EAP field by two of its leading
"' ~~y
'
researchers, Drs. Paul Roman and Terry Blum,
y
~~~
hasdone moretodistinguishemployee assistance
from other disciplines — particularly those
representing mental health —than any amountof
;•~
v
f
a
education and mass marketing the field could
~ FPS;~.
~S~
~,q ~~ °'~~~
+F~~a'`~!~
~, ~'~`
have done on its own. That is quite an
," ~"~.
'~' ~i1rY 4~ ~~~V~I'i
~ ~`l~
-.
accomplishment, considering that the Core
_ ~~,!
r err
r 1. `4P~~
r
,+1
Technology has never been formally adopted by
the EAP field.
~,,.
C~~~~t~~~~ ~ ~
a ,~,
However,the Core Technology (comprised of
six original components plus a seventh added in
1990) has been adhered to for so long by the EAP
orthodoxy, staying apace with change in the
modern world of work has typical ly been fraught with constant tradition-versus-progress infighting. Critics
contend that in light of social, economic and political conditions today,the Core Technology is too narrow
i n focus to warrant retai n ing it as the designated centerpiece of EAP practice. They cite the fact,for example,
that the Core Technology was written at a time when there was sti I I a preponderance of i nternal EAPs havi ng
a heavy focus on alcoholism and a secondary focus on drug abuse. (It is interesting to note that as EAPs spring
up around the world, it is nearly always in response to the recogn ition that alcohol and other substance abuse
are detrimental to productivity in the workplace.) Employers,they say, have shifted to mainly external EAP
services (even those which have maintained internal coordination of services) and expect competency in
an array of mental health issues.
At the heart of the debate is this question: "Is the Core Technology an anachronism?" Let's take a closer
look.

1;;'~~~'
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The EAP field ponders whether its holy writ of
nearly ten years has lost its significance.

in

A Ten-Year Lifespan?
Since the release of the Core Technology in 1985, a lot
of water has gone overthe dam in the EAP field. Practitioners
have grappled with managed care, drug testing, gaining
ethnic and cultural competency, the "clinicalization" of
employee assistance practice, a focus on early (or, to be
precise, earlier) intervention, expansion into the full realm
of behavioral issues, crisis management related to critical
incidents, stress related to work/family imbalance,
government intervention and, most recently, management
of behavioral dynamics in workers' compensation cases. It
has led to an expansion of EAP practice that some people
call unavoidable, others call unfortunate.
Perhaps generational changeover the best perspective.
Thefield hasevolvedfrom occupational alcoholism programs
in the 1970s to broadbrush programs in the 1980s. In more
recent years the EAP field has been heavily influenced by
managed care,along with the restructure ng and rebudgeting
processes of work organizations (the purchasers of EAP
services!) in ways that force occupational functions to do
morewithfewerresources. "Iwouldcallthethirdgeneration
an 'integrated employee assistance model'," says Gary
Atkins, a former EAPA president who now works as chief of
special services for Value Behavioral Health, a national
EAP/managed care firm. "EAPs need new sets of skills to
deal with issues like diffusing employee anxiety or trauma
associated with workers'compensation injuries. This requires
new competencies and suggests that we need to move the
Core Technology a notch or two forward."
Accordingto Kirk Harlow,Dr.P.H.,associate professorof
administrative sciences at the University of Houston/Clear
Lake and co-owner ofthe EAP firm Alternative Paths, Inc. in
Houston, changes such as these are healthy for the
advancement of a field. "The standard evolution of
organizations is elaboration and specialization. EAPs are
doing both. As the range of products or services expands,
people have to take on specialization. In the human
resources field, we've seen it with training, employee
development, compensation, benefits and EEO. IYs
happening now to EAPs, and we need to reflect that in our
core skills."
Dr. Harlow says that while he has been an advocate of
the Core Technology, "I'm a believer that values should
guideaprofession. Maybethisiswhereourattentionshould
be. The Florida Occupational Program Committee(FOPC)
certification project has made an important contribution to
the field by recognizing values." In that ongoing voluntary
project, for which Dr. Roman served as a consultant, two
core values —one for EAP,one for treatment/rehabilitation
—were-set forth. (See the October 1992 Exchange, pages
42-46.) Dr. Harlow suggests that an entire set of values,
grounded in ethics, could be developed for the EAP field.
But what document should be at the heart of EAP
practice? What packaging should EAP "technologies," or
is

Never Completely Understood
"I think the Core Technology has served as a useful
anchor for the employee assistance field, and it still does,
but it is often misunderstood," says )ane 011endorff, who
chairs the EAPA Standards Committee and works
professionally as manager of Organizational and Program
Development for Personal Performance Consultants, an
EAP and managed care service provider based in St. Louis,
Missouri. For example, it tends to be viewed as a summary
document that specifies al I of the indispensable elements of
EAP practice, which it never was meant to be. Defenders of
the Core Technology argue, correctly, that it only reflects
the unique aspects of practice. However, it excludes the
other significant aspects of practice that may not be unique
but are essential parts of the composite whole.
One predictable outcome is that the term "core
technologies" is used (or misused) as a reference to those
practiceelementswhichtheperson usingthetermconsiders
indispensable to EAP practice. Those elements typically are
a configuration of any ofthe knowledges and competencies
specified in the Employee Assistance Certification
Commission's(EACC)Scope of Practice, which are used in
conjunction with professional certification and
recertification. In the Scope of Practice there are 52
knowledges and competencies, each slotted into one of six
"Content Areas" of the EACC exam, making it somewhat
unwieldy for anything but as a study guide. Furthermore,
the Scope of Practice is presented as a list with no
accompanying expository information. On the other hand,
EAPA's Standards for Employee Assistance Programs is of a
level of detail that makes it difficult for someone outside of
the field to understand its value.
Debra Reynolds,chairof EAPA'sAccreditationCommittee
and EAP directorfor Continental Airlines in Houston,Texas,
sees another perennial problem with the Core Technology.
"I wish we would have beenabletodescribetheseconcepts
in ordinary business language. Business people have to
really take the time to grasp what we mean," she .says.
"Terms like 'micro-linkages,' 'constructive confrontation,'
and even'Core Technology' may hold special significance
to academicians and practitioners, but they tend to be
viewed as arcane in the marketplace."
Nevertheless, many people still see the wisdom and
appraise highly the value of the Core Technology. For
example,Ken Collins,EAP managerforChevron Corporation
San Francisco, says, "I think iYs at the very heart of EAP
practice. From what I've gleaned at different conferences
on the direction of health care,there is a real possibility that
the government could reorganize health care to the extent
that it assumes many administrative functions now handled
by the private sector. I'm convinced that in the future,
production issues and other means which the EAP has of
demonstrating its value in the workplace will be critical to
our survival. This is a strength of the Core Technology."
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The Core Technology Components, One by One
Thefirstcomponent relatestothe EAP casefindingfunction
through the use of job-performance criteria. "EAPs have
been sold — I believe correctly so — on the concept of
improving worker performance. But there are a number of
ways to identify clients appropriate for.EAP intervention,"
says Dr. Harlow. "Drug testing, for example, has been one
of the most important methods of identification since the
Department of Transportation's requirement of testing (in
November 1988). The EAP field was slow to react to it, but
EAPs have been essential since then in humanizing drug
testing. It reflects a value that EAPs bring to the workplace
culture." Case finding through cross referrals from other
functions — including medical, peer referrals in unionized
settings, health promotion, workers' compensation and
others — is also not reflected in the Core Technology.
The second and third components —the provision of
expert consultation to supervisors and use of constructive
confrontation —seem to be almost unanimously acclaimed
due to the distinctiveness they bring EAPs. "These are the
work-based piecesthat remain unique to EAPs,"says Alfonso
Fressola, executive director for the St. Louis offices of MCC
Behavioral Health, Inc., an EAP/managed care service
provider. "Our forefathers in the EAP field deserve a lot of
credit for recognizing the value of workplace integration."
"Without these elements of the Core TeEhnology, you
may have a mental health counseling function without the
EAP,"adds011endorff."Inafieldthatishungryfordefinitions,

EAPA EXCHANGE
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especially in this day and age of managed care, they really
are essential."
The fourth and fifth components —micro-linkages and
macro-linkages -often fail to be comprehended. (These
linkages between the EAP and otherfunctions inside
are
theworkplace.) Themicro-linkagesfundamentallyrepresent
individual case management of referred clients.. Expressed
in terms of managed care, the micro-linkages appear to
include precertification, concurrent review, discharge
planning, return-to-work conferences, follow-up and
coordination of aftercare. They also entail a requisite
understanding of benefit provisions, appropriate treatment
matching, and understandings about information sharing
between the EAP and treatment provider. Accorc4ing to
Fressola, "These are the two Core Technology elements
where managed care has had the greatest impact and, in
many cases, has usurped the EAP."
The sixth Core Technology component is perhaps the
most problematic for EAP professionals groping to stay
currentwith the swiftly evolving behavioral health industry.
It pertains to the resolution of employee alcohol and other
substance abuse problems as offering the most significant
promise of producing recovery and genuine cost savings.
(The words "other substance abuse problems" were added
in a 1988 article in The ALMACAN which reaffirmed the
Core Technology.) At EAP forums, it is often the component
held out to be anachronistic in 1994,if not atthe time it was
first written. "My research has shown that mental health
problems havejustas manyconsequencestotheorganization
and that, in fact,the highest cost cases are psychiatric. One
has to understand that there are frequently multiple
behavioral health problems," Dr. Harlow says. He addsthat
in one case with which he is familiar, drug abuse was
diagnosed by the EAP professional in what turned out to be
adual-diagnosis case, but the depression went undetected.
While the client was in addictions recovery, he attempted
suicide. If the EAP is only interested in one factor of the
behavioral health equation, Dr. Harlow concludes, there
are likely to be problems that go unabated and higher rates
of relapse.
The seventh Core Technology component deals with
program evaluation and is related to the other components,
especially job performance. There is little dispute aboutthe
value of evaluation of EAP utilization,so further elaboration
is not necessary.
not

practices, have? One possibility is a "Critical Technology"
—with acomplementarysetofvalues. Itcould be comprised,
like the Core Technology, of a short passage for each
component, accompanied by a longer explanation. To
keep the "Critical Technology" contemporary, it could be
annual ly updated by the Employee Assistance Professionals
Association,ora collaboration of EAP memberorganizations..
Thisformal processwould also helptodiscriminate between
EAPfunctionsthatcomprisethebeating heartoftheprofession
and those which are lesser valued or considered ancillary.
Creating a "Critical Technology" would not need to begin
with a blank slate. The Core Technology,itself, could bethe
starting point. To lay the groundwork fora "Critical
Technology," the following is a discussion of the Core
Technology components and their application in current
EAP practice. (N. 8.: Neither Dr. Roman nor Dr. Blum were
available for comment as this article was prepared.)

What is the Core Technology?
The Core Technology of Employee Assistance Programs is those unique elements of employee assistance practice
that distinguish it from any other mental health or workplace discipline. It orginally consisted of six components
when it was developed by Drs. Paul Roman and Terry Blum in 1985. The seventh was added in 1990. The Core
Technology elements are:
Supervisory Management Components
1. Identification of employees' behavioral problems based on job-performance issues.
2. Provision of expert consultation to supervisors, managers and union stewards on how to take the appropriate
steps in utilizing employee assistance policy and procedures.
3. Availability and appropriate use of constructive confrontation.
Benefits Management Components
4. Micro-linkages with counseling, treatment and other community resources.
5. The creation and maintenance of macro-linkages between the work organization and counseling, treatment
and other community resources.
6. The EAP focus on employees' alcohol and other substance abuse problems offers the most significant promise
of producing recovery and genuine cost savings for the organization in terms of future performance and
reduced benefit usage.
Added in February 1990:
7. Evaluation of employee success in employee assistance utilization primarily on the basis of job performance.
The Core of Employee Assistance Programs was originally published in The ALMACAN in March 1985. The
reaffirmation article ran in August 1988. There was substantial body copy that accompanied each of the first six Core

Technology elements in those articles.
A "Critical Technology" Would Be
What the Core Technology is Perceived to Be
The inclusion of those significant aspects of practice that
may not be unique, but are essential parts of the composite
whole, would be the basis fora "Critical Technology." The
"Critical Technology," in essence, would be what the Core
Technology is perceived to be by many practitioners in the
field.'
Based on the comments of people interviewed for this
article and others, along with elements of a "supporting
technology" that Dr. Roman has published in a column he
wrote in Employee Assistance magazine(February 1990, p.
6), examples of components that could be included in a
"Critical Technology" include:z
• Identification ofemployees'behavioral problems based on jobperformance referrals from managers, supervisors and union
representatives; referral of persons testi ng positive for substance
abuse; and cross-referrals from occupational health and other
functions.
• Development of workplace policies and procedures related to
behavioral health, including employee assistance, drug-free
workplace,fitness-for-duty, drugtesting (rehabilitation-related
aspects) and others.
• Training for supervisors and education sessions for employees
on the availability of EAP services.
• Consultation to supervisors, managers and union stewards on
howtotaketheappropriatesteps in utilizingemployeeassistance
policy and procedures.
• Consultation to mansgement on organizational change factors
that precipitate individual stress-related problems and
interpersonal conflict at work.
• Assessmentof human behavioral health problems in uptoeight
sessions and appropriate referral.
• Proficiency in employee problem solving— particularly workrelated problems —using short-term problem resolution
methods.
• Cooperation with represented unions, via alabor-management
steering committee, and referrals from union representatives.
• Individual case management following referral to community
resources for counseling or treatment.
• Creation and maintenanceofanetworkofresourcesorpreferred

providers with whom agreements have been reached to provide
the greatest quality and most appropriate care at the most
reasonable cost.
• Competency to serve on a workplace-based behavioral health
benefits management team, or as the exclusive manager of the
behavioral health benefit.
• Utilization of a management information system to maintain
program and client records.
• Appropriate use of constructive confrontation.
• Provision for follow-up after client release from treatment for
addiction and/or psychiatric problems in order to minimize
relapse.
• Evaluation of EAP performance based on established benchmarks
and outcomes criteria.
• The use of feedback techniques using evaluation data to
systematically provide for earlier identification of behavioral
illnesses in their disease processes.
Whatever label such a document would be given, and
whateverthe specific components it includes,there is a clamor
among the EAP field's practitioners that is sufficient to meet
their needs. It would be useful for the field to demonstrate to
business decision-makers —such as human resources and
benefits managers —the breadth of employee assistance and
its versatility, while not losing them in the details.
For what iYs worth,the heavy emphasis on the workplace
would help EAPs to retain their base of operation should a
national health care reform plan eventually pass that is no
longer financed by employer contributions.
IYs something to think about.
'A "Critical Technology" would not be intended as a replacement
for the EAPA definition of "Employee Assistance Professional" or
Standards for Employee Assistance Programs, although it would need
to be compatible with them.
z This is not intended to be a complete listing, nor should it be
regarded as EAPA policy. The author's only intent is to identify
elements that could be included in a "Critical Technology."
Rudy M. Yandrick is a free-lance writer specializing in EAP, human
resource and behavioral health issues, formerly editor of the EAPA
Exchange.
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Let's "Pais" on the Pizzazz
by Jon R. Christensen,LEAP,MA,CADC

Jon R. Christensen

"'This focus on
'pizzazz,' while
ignoring or
sidelining
fundamental
practices, gives
the appearance of
a successful new
product. But I
wonder how the
pxoduct will hold
up under
pressure and long
term scrutiny?"
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have a golfer friend. He is taken by the
latest technology in equipment —the
newest shaft, head design, the longest
ball. Every year he has a new bag and
the latest design in golf wear. He looks
great, he looks ready...and he can still put
the ball in the woods with the best of them.
My friend is taken by the newest "trick," but
the product —his golf score — leaves a lot
to be desired. He needs to get back to the
basics.
in the EAP arena we, too, have our
basics. We call these basic skills our core
technology. There has been considerable
debate over whether or not we need to
modernize our field by developing new
technologies. Can we survive if we continue
to do the same old thing? My second
question is, Do we know what the "same old
thing" is? How intimately do we know the
basics and what they mean to our continued
development? What are the core
technologies and why are they so important
to our practice? Why were these areas and
not others developed?
A careful review of the EAPA Standards
and Professional Code of Conduct presents
afield with a solid and proud base. This base
shows respect for everyone involved —the
employee and his or her family,the employer
and labor,the community and our colleagues,
as well as ourselves. There is nothing
incongruent with the development or
presentation of our profession. EAP has
been built with careful, diligent effort and
considerable ongoing debate. It is a dynamic,
growing field with new products and services
being added routinely as needs change and
challenges arise.
So, what seems to be the issue? It would
appear that the field has grown very quickly,
enlarged by many individuals who:
• come from disciplines or experiences
outside of traditional EAP channels;
• come without the same familiarization
with the fundamentals, or perhaps with
definitions different from those commonly
held by others in the field; and
• come with different agendas,
perspectives and motivations.
There is a new response to the EAP as a
product to be sold to customers in an effort
to help bolster sagging profits in other areas

FEBRUARY 1994

— EAP programs and services can be
offered as a loss leader to fill a bed, sell a
managed care corr~ract or build a private
therapy practice. We don't yet govern
ourselves very well and the public (our
customers)still call us EPA as often as EAP.
This focus on "pizzazz," while ignoring or
sidelining fundamental practices, gives the
appearance of a successful new product.
But I wonder how the product wijl hold up
under pressure and long term scrutiny.
And if it doesn't hold up? Then we will all pay
the price: our customers won't trust us, we
will have failed our clients and ourselves.
We may then find ourselves standing on the
sidelines trying to convince the working
communitythat our services can be trusted,
thatthey wil/provide benefitstothe company
and aid to the troubled employees. Does
that sound familiar?
Are there solutions? Many of them are
right in front of us: in our workplace, our
community, our EAPA chapter and our
professional association. We don't need to
reinventthe wheel orthe basics; we do need
to become familiar with them in new ways.
We need to let the community know what a
solid EAP is. We need to support the
development of Program Certification
guidelines, to support the strengthening of
the LEAP credential and to uphold our
ethics when we are asked to do more with
less.
Maybe, like my golfer friend, we would
find our"game"showing more improvement
and a higher degree of success if wefocused
less on the newest trend and more on what
has worked successfully over time. We
need to grasp the fundamentals and then
build on them in a variety of ways. Many of
the new behavioral technologies are doing
just that, such as providing services with
more sensitivity to the needs of ethnic and
minority cultures, or interrupting the
behavioral dynamics of disgruntled, injured
workers leading to exploitation ofthe workers'
compensation system. These technologies
may help to keep us "out of the woods" and
lead us into a future with which we can all
live.
Jon Christensen is Associate Director of
TheCenterforEmployeeAssistance, Racine,
Wl.

TWO MEMBERS C'OMMEN~'; ON

CORE TECHNOLOGY VS. EXPANSION

ust Another ~urning Issue
by Carl R. Tisone, CEAP

?

~

efore entering the fray overthe proper
boundaries of the EAP profession,
cannot help but recall previous heated
debates ofthen-seeming importance,
second only to the struggle between
capitalism and communism, good and evil,
and, perhaps, Michigan and Ohio State.
These included symptomatology vs. job
performance, alcoholism vs. "broad-brush,"
internal vs. external, assess/refervs. shortterm counseling, professional vs. lay, and
probably others, the memory of which has
been dimmed by the inevitable passage of
time.
We have survived them all.
Today's burning issue, EAP "core
technology" vs. an expanded EAP role (seen
either as an enhancement or a dilution) is
notfundamentallydifferent. Itwill be debated
far and wide. A full range of options will be
analyzed, attempted,implemented,operated
and re-analyzed. There will be programs at
both ends of the spectrum which succeed
and which fail, due far more to the talent and
perseverance of the program managers
than on the underlying philosophy regarding
program boundaries.
We will survive this as well.
However, I believe a trend will emerge
that will essentially determine the next phase
of EAP evolution. Thattrend may be modestly
affected by our own current debate over
EAP boundaries, but it will be primarily
driven by marketplace forces. Indeed,
suspect that we in the EAP field frequently
over-estimate the value of our "professional"
opinions and underestimate the power of
marketplace trends. There is some irony
here in that the majority of our millions of
hours of collective professional efforts are
geared toward the welfare of the private
sector employer who is totally immersed in
the flow of marketplace forces. Why should
the EAP profession be any different?
Without elevating the debate to free
enterprise vs. socialism (which, by the way,
is a very relevant issue in international
EAPs), I want to emphasize the tremendous
value which Paul Roman's and Terry Blum's
"Core Technology" concept has added to our
profession. It has given us a solid grounding
from which to establish our minimum criteria
for EAP legitimacy. It has offered a viable

UN THE LORE IECHNOLG

guidelineforthe manyalternativeapproaches
to EAP being generated in an ever-changing
marketplace.
But the core technology does not drive
the market. I have yet to hear prospective
client or benefit consultants demand "core
technology" in a Requestfor Proposal(RFP).
Increasingly, the market is asking for quality,
accountability, cost-efifectiveness and
integration of EAP with mental health benefit
management. Those who can deliver (and
demonstrate it) are awarded contracts and
jobs. And that is the primary dynamic which
continues to shape our field.
Thus, the question for me becomes not,
"Should the boundaries of EAP be
expanded?," but, rather, "How should the
boundaries be expanded?" And the answer
lies in the marketplace. Continual integration
with managed care plus a broadening of
EAPto include heretofore peripheral issues,
such as child/eldercare, stress
management, critical incident services,
health/lifestyle promotion and others are
what we hear in the marketplace. Successful
EAP bids increasingly include such services;
and these very concrete marketplace
decisions—morethan ourongoing dialogues
— will determine our future course.
Frankly, I do not believe that maintaining
responsiveness to the marketplace requires
us to abandon "core technology" as a basic
EAP benchmark. C.T. (I recognize those
initials from somewhere) was developed
initially via a study of programs that worked.
We cannot be sound, ethical consultants
without sharing that hard-earned knowledge
with our clients —but that does not mean
we must lock ourselves into a narrow band
of EAP activity to preserve our professional
dignity. To refuse to change and grow with
the reality of the outside world (the
marketplace) surely is the death-knell for
the "purists." My fervent hope is that we
can carrythe banner of core technology into
the modern world of mental health benefits
and enhanced employee services. And,
look forward to grappling with the next jolt to
our collective wisdom!

Cazl R. Tisone

"'...the question
for me becomes
not,'Should the
boundaries of
EAP be
expanded?; but,
rather,`How
should the
boundaries be
expanded?' And
the answer lies in
the marketplace."

Carl Tisone is President, Personal
Performance Consultants in St. Louis, MO.
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EAPS
"What's Next?"
by Sue Lung,RN,CEAP
The author, CEO ofCare Resources Inc., a managed care
organization and integrated EAPlocatedin Fountain Valley,
California, responds to what she calls a repeated query by
EAP clinicians and administrators:"What do you think will
happen to the EAP industry when healthcare reform is put
into practice?"
have heard a continuing theme among traditional
external EAPsoperating as assessment/referral models,
iteral ly coast to coast at conferences such as the EAPA
Public Policy Conference in D.C. and the Behavioral
Healthcare Tomorrow Conference in San Francisco. They
express great frustration with the managed care movement
in general and feel threatened by the Mental Health Carveoutplans that incorporate EAP functions into the managed
care at-risk models.
We no longer have Internal/External EAP models clearly
defined. There is a blending of boundaries between EAPs,
PPOs, UR firms and benefits application. Third Party
Administrators (TPA) as claims payors for union trusts and
self-funded plans are often involved in the mental/nervous
benefit management in some way. In addition, the term
"behavioral health care" has become the industry umbrella
for numerous programs. PPOs are now Behavioral Health
Care Networks. Hospitals and their professional providers
have become integrated Behavioral Health Care Systems
and Utilization Review Firms are now specializing in
managed behavioral care.
In these uncertain times, a new industry has developed,
sort of as an after-market of the Clinton Health Security Act
proposal. It involves trying to second-guess or predict what
will happen to the Clinton plan as it moves through the
legislative process. Consulting firms are analyzing and
interpreting all sorts of information.
A merger mania is occurring among managed care
companies in hopes of being the big MCO elected to
manage the new mandated benefits. State and local agencies,
business coalitions, largeemployersandgroupsofmidsized
employers are banding together to become purchasing
groups. Benefit planners are redesigning plans. Doctors are
scrambling to join PPOs and HMOs, as well as banding
together in little groups such as IPAs and multi-specialty
medical groups. It is frightening to contemplate the possible
consequences of these slap-dash partnerships.
Everyone is talking about Total Quality Management,
Continuous Quality Improvement, and Outcome
Management.
All of this activity has generated new business
opportunities. It has, in essence,forced change. It has forced
12
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growth and new ways of viewing old problems. It has
created tremendous anxiety, fear and discomfort for most
providers and those delivering care.
Everyone is feeling threatened and ill-at-ease. Hillary
Rodham Clinton points to "fortunes" being spent by
professional organizations and special interest groups in
hopes of influencing decision makers.
Sowhere doesthis leavethe EAP professional? Potentially,
in a very good position. The EAP can operate outside the
benefit! It does not have to go through the legislative
process. It does not need the approval of anyone except the
individual employer or union trust. It is not part of the
delivery process. It is the only program that can stand alone
under the proposed new system.
EAPs can operate on a "business-as-usual" basis
throughout the upheaval that is occurring and will continue
to occur in the coming months and years. The EAP is still
positioned as a triage for a mental health system — whether
a PPO,HMO,"full-at-risk" carve-outorstandard indemnity
plan. EAPs conserve benefits for HMOs and channel PPO
referrals appropriately, based on accurate clinical
information.
The proper match of therapist to patient jump-starts the
process and creates a healing climate. Often, telephone
referralswith patient-selected providersfrom a listjustdon't
workoutaswell.Follow-upfrom EAPassessmentcounselors
often trouble-shoots provider/client difficulties and keeps
treatment on target.
The argument that employers wi I I discard EAPs as a costsaving measure when premiums go up just doesn't make
any sense. The mandated mental health benefits provide
care for severely mentally ill people and for chemical
dependency treatment. They do nothing to address the
problems in the workplace that concern employers the
most. The proposed mental health benefits are very similar
tothose offered by large corporations and union trusts in the
late 1980s. Therewill beavailablefundsforcertainillnesses
but will not do anything to make the workplace safer, more
efficient and less stressful.
The supervisory training, employee orientation,
management consultation andotheradministrativeservices
the EAP performs forthe client company are the cornerstone
of an effective means of promoting behavioral health,
preventing workplace problems, and reducing mental/
nervous and chemical dependency benefit dollars.
My role as CEO of a company providing both EAP and
managed care has given me an opportunity to see how
different configurations of the current managed programs
work. My role as an employerof a small business means that
have the same concerns as otheremployers. Employers are
concerned with their employees' welfare but they are also

Sue Lung'

concerned with workers'compensation claims,comp)fiance
with the American with Disabilities Act, compliance with
the Family and Medical Leave Act, Drug-Free Workplace,
and other state and federal laws that impact the very survival
of a business. EAPs are the first people called by Risk
Managers and Human Resource Managers to assist the
company with maintaining a proper work environment.
EAPs do need to i ntegrate case management methodology
intotheirproduct lineto interfacewithall othercomponents
of managed behavioral health care.They need to understand
benefit plans, be able to negotiate contracts for discounts
from treatment providers, have proper liability insurance,
have medical back-up from a psychiatrist and be able to
allocate resources based on availability, appropriateness
and cost.
This requires learning new skills, expanding one's role to
include a working knowledge of all levels of care and the
criteria for admission to these levels of care, and an
understanding of the total cost. It includes the ability to find
the right providers in a plan's PPO or to convince the
patient's HMOthatthis person must havetreatment. In other
words, the EAPs need to learn some of the steps to do the
managed care dance, even if they are not managed care
vendors, per se. An integrated EAP can still function as an
EAP and not be reconfigured in the managed care model.
It requires work, forward thinking, and the ability to
change,but it can make an economical and effective program.
Some employers cannot afford the mental health carve-outs
any more. In addition,the mental health carve-out plans are

going to be hard pressed to del fiver the mandated benefits as
they currently provide much less. These plans, if part of a
full-service HMO contracted with large employers and
purchasing groups, will need to actually expand their
coverage withoutincreasingtheirrevenuebase. Anexternal
stand-alone EAP only costs $2 - $2.50 per employee per
month. The mental health carve-nut is six to eight times this
amount. The carved-out program does provide outpatient
care beyond the six sessions, usual ly with a copaymentfrom
the patient, and some version of inpatient hospitalization
and day treatment programs if authorized as medically
necessary. A company that utilizes very little psychiatric
treatment can spend a lot of money for unused services. An
external EAP combined with a standard benefit plan with a
strong utilization review/case management program still
saves the client company money. As acost-effective
alternative to a mental health carve out, there is still a
definite need for this type of EAP.
Employees,shouldtheychoose, maypurchaseadditional
benefit options. However, these options probably won't
come cheap and will not include the legal, financial and
other services not directly related to mental/nervous or
chemical dependency coverage.
It is, therefore, my opinion that in an industry beginning
to focus on value, consumer satisfaction, measurement of
clinical outcome and financial bottom-line data, EAPs offer
the most service for the least amount of money. This
portends well for the future of the profession.
The supervisory
training, employee
orientation, management consultation and
other administrative
services the EAP performs for the client
company are the cornerstone of aneffective
means of promoting
behavioral health,
preventing workplace
problems,and reducing
mental/nervous and
chemical dependency
benefit dollars.
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Fast Access to Your Community
EAI'11~TTeecls
by Ellen Baird

Ellen Baird

"I felt it was
essential to learn
how our
community

hen I became Director of
Occupational Services, an EAP
providerfor50Cleveland companies,
one of the first questions I asked our
local EAPAChapterwas,"What research has been
done on a local level in terms of EAP services?"
While agreeing research is vital, not much had
been documented at that time.
There is so much printed about the changing
role ofthe EAP, I felt it was essential to learn how
our community perceives an EAP, what services
are currently being provided and,finally, where
are EAPs going with managed care and health
care reform.
A dynamic and most effective technique for
getting information quickly, efficiently and with
little cost is the focus group. Our decision to use
focus groups meant we could complete our
research within atwo-month period,a bonus for
all of us on busy schedules.
A focus group brings together across-section
of a target population to extract information,
opinion and direction on a particular topic.
Focus groups take on an informal air, but a
skilled facilitator is an absolute necessity to
guide the group gently through predetermined
objectives. When selecting a facilitator, it is
betterto getsomeone outside yourorganization.
Staying objective and detached from the
information gathered is essential when writing
the final report.

perceives an EAP,

Steps to Organizing Your Focus Groups

what services are

Hire,beg,borrow an outside consultanttrained
in focusgrouptechnique. Ouragency is a not-forprofitorganizationwith anexceptional Board. We
were able to get someone with a high level of
expertise pro bono. It was key to the success ofth is
researchthatwe had someoneofthisquality;don't
try it without the skill.
Know what you want to know. Decide
exactly what information you want from the
focus group. We brainstormed as a team all the
questions we would like answered concerning
the services we provide as an EAP. We came up
with four pages ofquestions centered around the
EAP role. The skills of the outside consultant
assisted us in synthesizing all the questions into
three key objectives with a few topics under
each.
Our objectives were to ascertain: the

currently being
provided and,
finally, where are
EAPs going with
managed care
and health care
reform."
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community definition of an EAP; the current
services provided by EAPs; and the services
EAPs should provide five years from today.
Find the perfect place. The environment in
which the focus groups meet is important to the
success. Participants need to feel physically
comfortable and psychologically secure before
they will share their thoughts freely. We had a
smal I conference room which seated ten people.
It was cozy with large windows. We always fed
our participants — sometimes breakfast,
sometimeslunch. Wefoundourbreakfastgroups
to be more dynamic. The small conference
room we used had video cameras in the ceiling.
With participants' permission, we videotaped
the proceedings. These tapes were valuable to
us later when digesting the copious amounts of
information shared.
Select quality participants. Let's face it, if you
have the best agenda,atop-quality facilitator, but
your participants are not people who have the
knowledge, insight and opinions you need to
hear, the research will be of little value. We
carefully selected and invited human resource
personnel (CEOs from small businesses) from
companies with employee bases of 25 to 1500.
We mixed representatives from social service,
manufacturing, legal, educational and insurance
organizations. Our participants were diverse in
race, gender and age. We suggest eight to ten
participants per group. Some participants came
from companies with EAPs,some considering an
EAP, and some with little or no knowledge of
EAPs. Two were from our client companies,two
were with competi ng EAPs. Other than i ndicating
ourselves as a sponsor, we did not participate in
anyway in thefocusgroups before,duringorafter.
Report the results. We were eager to see the
final product, but the process of extracting the
relevantinformationwastimeconsuming. Again,
the outside consultant/facilitato~ is a must to
assure the integrity of the results.
The information in our report has proved
most valuable in designing our business plan,
targeting new markets and servicing our current
clients. Asateam,weoften refertothedocument
when strategizing on new bids. Key information
centered around managed care/EAP
relationships; how EAPs are selected; and the
development of a clearinghouse role for EAPs.
For more information on running a focus group
or for a copy ofour final report, call Ellen Baird
at 216-371-0806.

• PREVENr~oN

_

Designing and Implementing Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Treatment Strategies

• INTERVENTION and
• TREATMENT STRATEGIES

Naiional

C~~uncil

NCA/DD presents a national training conference to discuss
emerging trends and strategies for the prevention, intervention,
and treatment of substance abuse and mental health in the
family, the workplace and the community.

~,~~
April 13, 14, 15, 1994
Alcoh lism and
Drub Dependence Radisson Plaza Hotel

at Town Center
Southfield, Michigan

(sreater DetroitArea
WHO SHOULD ATTEND:
• Addictions Counselors
• EAP Counselors, Administrators
and Consultants
• Physicians and Nurses
• Social Workers and Psychologists
• Educators and School Counselors

•
•
•
•

Program Directors and Administrators
Human Resource Managers and Directors
Union Counselors, Officials and Administrators
Community Leaders, Religious Leaders,
Probation Officers, Judiciary Members, and Law
Enforcement Personnel

TOPICS INCLUDE:
• Update on ADA
• EAP and Managed Care
• Drug Abuse Ministries
• HIV/AIDS in the 1990s
• School and Community Mental Health
• Violence in the Workplace
•
Behavioral Health Care in the 1990s
• Culture Diversity
•
and
much more
• Psychological Aspects of Downsizing
• Substance Abuse and Managed Care
FACULTY INCLUDE
• Hon. Karen Fort-Hood
• Lottie Jones, Ed.D.
• Mrs. Mary Fisher
• H. Westley Clark, M.D., J.D., MPH
• Hon. Harold Hood
• David E. Smith, M.D.
• Kenneth Wolf, Ph.D.
• Muriel Gray, Ph.D.,CEAP
• Marye Thomas, M.D.
• Jack O. Lanier, Dr. P.H., FACHE
• Tom Pasco, Ph.D., CEAP
• Daniel Lanier, Jr., D.S.W., CEAP
• Mabel Tinjaca', Ph.D.
• Markeeta Graban, M.S.W., ACSW
• Maureen Kerrigan, J.D.
• Hon. Barbara Rose-Collins
• Bettina Scott, Ph.D
• Mrs. Loretta Scott King (Invited)
• Alberta Tinsley-Williams
• Rev. Dr. Charles G. Adams
CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT: CE, CME, CAC, COHN, and PDH credits available

Yes, please register me for NCA/DD Annual Training Conference
Name
Company Name
Address

Telephone

Registration payment is enclosed for
❑Registration $250 before 2/1/94

Delegate(s).
~ Registration $275 after 2/1/94

Credit Card Information
MASTERCARD

❑VISA

Registration $300 on site.

Total Payment $

Exp. Date ~]
❑DISCOVER

Please return this completed form and payment to:

NCA Annual Training Conference
17330 Northland Park Court
Southfield, MI 48075

Cancellation/Refund Pollcy: All cancellations must be in wrlting.Wrltten requests
postmarked prior to April 1,1994 will be assessed a $50.00 handling fee. There will be
no refunds,for any reason,after April 1, 1994. Substitutions are always welcome. All
registration forms postmarked after April 1, 1994 will be processed at the on-site
conference registration desk.

For more information or fast easy registration call 1/800-542-2237 or FAX (313) 443-0988.
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The September, 1993 edition of the Exchange
focused on violence in the workplace. In this
article, John Hamrock, CEAP, Manager EAP at
Amoco Corporation in Chicago, Illinois,
provides an EAP how-to approach to violence.

Occupational Fatality Surveillance has reported
in the 6/13/90 issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association(JAMA)thatfrom
1980-1985, 39 percent of women who died
from injuries at work were murdered.
The EAP can reduce these "domestic
violence" statistics by increasingcasefinding~of
women in abusive situations. Earlier
interventions may result in treatment of the
abusing spouse and other victims who may
have later acted violently in the workplace.

t is far easier to prevent violence than to
intervene with it. There is usually more
control in keeping violence from
escalating than trying to de-escalate it.
Just as training provided by safety specialists
John M. Hamrock
can effectively reduce accidents in the
workplace, the management of behavioral
Contributing Dynamics
problems by the EAP special ist can offer employers strategies
A history of some intra and interpersonal dynamics
to reduce incidents of violence within the workplace.
which predispose business and industry to be at risk of
Most dysfunctional people have predictable behavior
violence from within the workforce may prepare us to be
even though it crosses normal boundaries. However, when
more proactive. People at risk may have a history of
people "go over the edge," we lose the capacity to predict
psychiatric, drug/alcohol or assaultive behavior problems.
what they think or how they will act. Further, it seems the
Other incidents may be the result of festering resentments
less predictable one is, the less the average person will risk
based on the perception that the victim has been wronged.
creating a boundary by confronting that person. So with
Violent behavior may follow a downsizing, not getting a
fewer boundaries in their conduct, an unstable person is in
promotion,getti ng transferred or not transferred. The violent
essence provided more parameters, enabling unbounded
act may be directed at a supervisor, who may or may not
behavior to escalate. Violence cannot be prevented in the
have been unfair, or a spouse. All of these situations are
workforce without confronting aggressive employee
problems with which the EAP is involved every day.
behavior.
Theearlierwecan intervene,throughmanagement, peer
Each company reflects the culture and dynamics within
or self referrals,the more effectively we can defuse potentially
which it exists. Drive-by shootings, gang wars and other
violent acts.
serious acts of aggression in local neighborhoods not only
Large corporations can develop an unwitting tolerance
can affect our employees but can also i nvade the workplace
for dysfunctional behavior, usual ly under the value that the
community. Sometimes this impacts children and
"company takes care of its own." Employees with alcohol
grandchildren of employees who are being victimized, and
problems, for example, might not be confronted as long as
someti mes the offspri ng, reti rees and employees themselves
they don't cross over certain boundaries of impropriety.
are the perpetrators.
Such tolerance, no matter how well-meaning, enables the
We tend to separate shootings, rape, suicide and threats
employee to regress further into his/her disease. This is also
of violence to deny the gravity of our situation. Companies
true for long-term employees with psychiatric problems.
must overcome this tendency and tally the number of
No doubt some of this tolerance stems from a frontier
violent incidents, in discussion with the EAP, security and
culture where drunken behavior was more acceptable "in a
human resources,to get a realistic assessmentofthe problem.
man's world." In a more diverse and health-conscious
culture, alcohol/drug use and abuse runs contrary to the
Women as Victims of Violence
drug-free workplace/workforce value. Some employees
The escalation ofviolence in theworkplace isconcurrent
may be confronted, but that is usual ly when the problem has
with, but not necessarily related to, an increase of women
become exacerbated to an intolerable degree. Earlier
in the workforce. Contributing to the increase of incidents
confrontation is lessexpensive, morepredictableand reduces
in industry is domestic violence which has relocated its
the risks for violence.
setting. Women in abusive relationships who separate from
The EAP conducts seminars on the dynamics of change
workshopson stress, loss before,duringand afterdownsizing,
battering partners get stalked at work where their schedule
and routine are more predictable, and where potential
and aftercritical Incidents. These programsallowemployees
assailants are more anonymous and may have unmonitored
to prepareemotional ly and to assesstheir need forassistance.
They also enlighten peer and supervisors about who may
access to their victims.
The National Coalition Against Domestic Violence states
need referral to the EAP.
that approximately 4,000 women die each year at the hands
Management's reticence to confront more subtle
of their mates. A Northwestern University faculty member
rrzisbehavior may result from the personal discomfort one
who does emergency room counseling indicates that 20
feels in confrontinganother. Managers, like most adults, are
percent of women who are taken to hospital emergency
very sensitive about not intruding upon another's personal
rooms across the United States are abused by their spouses.
business. Nor will people confront behavior in which they
The National Center for Disease Control (CDC) states that
themselves may periodically engage. This social caveat,
domestic violence is the single largest cause of injury to
coupled with the discomfort of confronting another, has
women in the United States and is more common than car
understandably led to an inertia that enables dysfunctional
behavior. By not confronting inappropriate behavior,
accidents, muggings and rapes combined. TheFBlestimates
52 percent of all female murder victims were killed by a
management permits and promotes behavior that could
current or former partner. The National Traumatic
escalate into violence.
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Strategies
The EAP conducts training programs for managers to
identify,confront,refer and track problem employeeswhose
"on the job" behavioral issues are escalating and/or whose
job performance may be deteriorating. The partnership
between management and the EAP is a process whereby
there is a beginning, middle and end to the assessment/
referral/follow-upcontinuum. Throughdocumentationand
coaching, the manager confronts the employee and refers
him/her to the EAP for an assessment. Should a personal
problem be evaluated (e.g., psychiatric, family problem or
substance abuse, etc.) a treatment plan is developed and a
referral is made to a counselor or treatment program with
expertise to help resolve the problem. Training in conflict
resolution and stress managementshould be included in the
treatment plan. At a management consultation or return to
work conference, the employee is advised by the manager
regarding performance expectations, time frames for
improvement and expected appropriate behavior. If the
employee complies and produces, he/she keeps the job; if
not, he/she is disciplined up to and including termination.
Sometimes managers procrastinate a confrontation
because the employee is a former peer, or life-long friend.
Other times it is because the behavior is so aggressive that

the manager is intimidated regarding his/her own physical
risk. The smaller the worksite, the greater the possibility of
these dynamics, but the EAP has witnessed.these situations
in large facilities as well.
Rather than face a painful downsizing activity where the
employer loses valuable employees, the above protocols
establish a proactive natural selection which helps define
those who will be productive and those who won't. This
process is a constant "rightsizing" based on performance
and capability. It is also a strategy to identify and intervene
with those employees at risk of violence. A low percentage
of management referrals to the EAP can inadvertently
contribute to the downsizing of more productive employees
and continued employmentofthose mostat riskfor untoward
workplace disruptions.
A company's interest is best served when managers are
more proactive confronting inappropriate behavior. When
more subtle attitudes and acts ofaggression are not identified
and confronted, violence in the workforce may result. The
EAP is a resource which can offer resolution to these
problems before they become crises. It has a unique
opportunity through management consultation to prevent
and intervene with violence in the workplace.

U.S. Postal Service Symposium on Workplace Violence
December 16, 1993
"Now is the time to confront violence on the jok~for our employees, our stakeholders, and our nation," said Marvin Runyon,
Postmaster General and Chief Executive Officer, U.S. Postal Service, at the Symposium on Workplace Violence held at the Willard
Intercontinental Hotel in Washington, D.C.
Citing murder as the third-leading cause of death on the job and the number one cause of death for working women, Runyon counted
750 people murdered on the job in 1992, and more than 110,000 acts of workplace violence occuPring annually.
"No industry is immune to this problem," Runyon added."On-the-job murder has occurred in libraries and restaurants, hospitals and
plumbing supplies stores, post offices, large corporations, health clubs and animal shelters."
The symposium broughttogether some top leaders of corporate America,academics, medical and behavioral health experts to explore
causes of violence, point out warning signals and identify steps to take in order to prevent acts of violence at work.
Surgeon General Dr. M. Joycelyn Elders called violence "a public health problem," requiring a public health focus on prevention.
Elders' statistics included FBI reports that "there are perhaps 24 cases of homicide between employees and employers each year, and a
survey by Northwestern National Life Insurance Company found that more than two million Americans were victims of physical attack
at the workplace during the past year."
Elders said most workers blame alcohol or other drugs, lay-offs, and poverty as major causes of on-the-job violence. Then, using
the D.C. area as an example, Elders said that for every fatality, three people are wounded;of the three, one is severely injured with brain
and spinal cord injuries. Each such injury can average $3 mil lion over a lifetime if medical costs increase only six percent annually. Elders
also called post traumatic stress disorder one of the most frequent consequences of being a victim of violence, or witnessing it.
Elders said lifelongeducation is a must in combatting violence,including "education in conflict resolution for supervisors" and worksite
education for parents.
Dr. Dennis L. Johnson, a leading expert in workplace violence, said employers need to develop threat assessment teams, be able to
assess and respond to dangerous behaviors,treat all employees fairly and work to eliminate sexual harassment, and conduct attitude and
climate surveys. After studying 125 acts of violence, Johnson developed the following profile of a middle-aged male, a loner who uses
firearms and whose self-esteem is strongly linked to his job. He also said that a "toxic work environment' contributes to workplace
violence, via authoritarian management styles that are over-controlling, working environments that demand more and support less, and
a lack of value for the worth and dignity of employees.
A six-person panel moderated by EAPA member Dr. Dale Masi, Washington, D.C., discussed comprehensive pre-employment
screening,the establishment of corporate behavioral standards and the implementation of Employee Assistance Programs as key elements
in controlling workplace violence. Masi cited a Northwest Life Insurance Company survey of )uly 1993 in saying that nearly six in ten
employees believe that substance abuse negatively impacts the workplace. Further, a study by the Center for Substance Abuse Prevention
attributes 68 percent of manslaughter cases, 52 percent of rapes and 50 percent of spousal abuse cases to substance abuse.
EAPA members Dr. Kenneth Wolf,Southfield, MI,and James O'Hair, Baltimore, MD,were two ofthe panelists. Wolfsaid it is important
for businesses to involve management and hourly employees in the development ofappropriate standards of on-the-job conduct,and firstWorkplace Violence continued on pg. 22
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Update for the CEAP
Examination i n 1994
by Phil Flench, CEAP
Director of Certification
f you are considering registering for
the May 14,1994 Certified Employee
Assistance Professional (CEAP)
examination, you may have a few
~.•
questions about becoming certified in
~~`
the EAP field. Below, I have listed the
~ '~
changes regarding the fee structure for
the CEAP exam, as well as other
frequently asked questions.
`~'
Phil Flench
A note to the CEAPs who are
recertifying by taking the exam again:
Be sure to apply to take the test during the last year of your
certification and mail your exam application before the
exam cut-off dates; take the May exam if your CEAP expires
in May, or the December exam if your CEAP expires in
November or December.
Q. What new fee requirements are in effect for CEAP
examinations beginning in May, 1994?
A. For those who will be applying to take the CEAP
examination for the first time, or those whose certification
had not been renewed at the time of recertification (i.e.,
lapsed), there is a change in the fee structure for the CEAP
examination. The cost ofthe exam now includes a for: non–
refundable applicationprocessing fee—$50EAPA members,
$75 for non–members. This change in the fee process (the
first since 1988) is needed to cover the review of each
applicant's EAP job experience. If your application is
denied because of ineligibility, the application fee will not
be refunded. The specific guidelines covering CEAP exam
eligibility are distributed with the 1994-95 CEAP exam
applications.
Q. Are there any academic prerequisites for the CEAP
exam or are classes necessary to prepare for the exam? Do
1 have to earn Professional Development Hours (PDHs)
prior to taking the CEAP exam?
A. There are no academic prerequisites to take the CEAP
examination, only EAP job experience eligibility
requirements(see CEAP ad on this page), although you may
wish to take one of the various EAP practice review classes
held, including one sponsored by EAPA. Professional
development hours (PDHs) are accumulated after you are
certified as a CEAP. PDH accumulation is a method of
measuring continuing education needed for recertification
as a CEAP.
Q. Ifl have been approved to sitfor the CEAPexamination
and 1 have a question about my examination site, or receive
no site notification three weeks prior to the exam, what
should 1 do?
A. Please contact the contracted administrator of the
CEAP exam,Professional Testing Corporation, at(212)8520400.

CEAP
EXAMINATION
I~AT~S
for
x.71

1994
Exam Date: May 14, 1994
Application Cut-offDate: March 18, 1994
Exam Date: December 3, 1994
Application Cut-offDate: October 7, 1994

1995
Exam Date: May 13, 1995
Application Cut-offDate: March 17, 1995
Exam Date: December 2, 1995
Application Cut-offDate: October 6, 1995
Eligibility Requirements: You must have three years
full-time EAP experience,or a minimum of 3,000 hours,over
at least three years, of part-time experience in EAP. The
completed Exam Application must be postmarked no later
than the cut-off date.
Requirements Explanation: LEAP examination eligibility
requires on-the-job EAP knowledge gained solely through EA
experienc~it is notshared by orsimplytransferredfrom related
duties, other professions or academic credits.
Your experience in EAP must be from direct employment,or
internship, or contracted responsibilities for pertorming both
EAP clinical and organizational consulting activities. You must
show accountabilityfor EAP operations atspecific organization(s).
If your eligibility is in question, you must provide sufficient
documentation substantiating your EAP experiencetothe EACC
in time for full consideration. Copies of job descriptions or other
documents describing formal EAP job duties may be requested.
for information, write
EAPA,Inc.
Attn: EACC
2101 Wilson Boulevard • Sulte 500
Arlington, VA 22201
or call (703)522-6272
The CEAP Examination ellgiblllty reviews are solely the responsibility
of the EACC Examinations Committee and the EACC.
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Model State Drug Laws
by Maureen Kerrigan, Esq., Director
of Government Relations
little more than a year ago,
former President George Bush
appointed the Commission on
Model State Drug Laws to make
recommendations on how to
comprehensively address drug
problemsthroughstate laws. Although
the Commission largely reflected the
sentiments of a Republican
administration, with appointments
weighted toward the enforcementfield
— including state attorneys general,
prosecutors and district attorneys, a
balance was sought with the inclusion
of individuals from the treatment and
prevention field. The Commission
was given six months to make
recommendations on issues ranging
from zoning to treatment.
On December 13, 1993 their
recommendations were announced at
a White House briefing, and included
all of EAPA's recommendations
regardingfive billssupportingthe EAP
field. EAPA's recommendations,
originally released as the EAPA Model
Bill atthe 1993 Legislative and Public
Policy Conference, hauebeen utilized
by chapters overthe last year as a basis
for initiating legislation in their states.
This White House endorsement,from
a bipartisan Presidential commission,
will serve chapter efforts well.
The model endorses the following
EAP proposals:
• State licensure of employee
assistance professionals, based on
the CEAP credential;
• Substance abuse testing legislation
that requires an employer to have
an EAP in order to test;
• Confidentiality of EAP records;
• TaxcreditsforemployerswithEAPs;
• A grant program for the start-up of
EAP services to small businesses.
The efforts of all those involved
should be noted: the chapters who
pioneered legislation in their states;
staffwho worked with the Commission
on the recommendations and
20
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coordinated discussions between
Commission members and EAPA
members; Chapter presidents and
Board of Director members who met
with their local Commission Task Force
on Drug–Free Families member to
provide further information about
employee assistance programs.Special
thanks to George Cobbs, Karen Dunn,
Ken Williams, Barbara Murdock, Jim
O'Hair, Joan McCrea and Tamara
Cagney for their grassroots lobbying
on this effort. Finally, Madeleine
Tramm,Treasurer of EAPA,testified at
Commission hearings in Washington
in May.
n order to promote the adoption of
the legislation on the state level, the
Commission has established the
National AllianceforModel State Drug
Laws. The Alliance will be working
with the White House, the Office of
National Drug Control Policy, the
Department of Justice, and the
governors and legislatures of all fifty
states to work toward passage of the
legislation.
EAPA chapters interested in
pursuing legislation in their states
should contact me at(703)522-6272
or the Alliance at(202) 467-9640.
The Alliance has already begun
preliminary discussions with state
legislatorson movingthe legislation in
Mississippi, Lousiana, Pennsylvania,
Georgia, South Carolina, California,
Hawaii, Indiana and Michigan.
Commission members and the AI I lance
will be actively advocating for the
legislation,
through
.public
presentations and testimony,
professional conferences and
professional organizations.
Please review the list of
Commissioners below, to see if there
is a Commissioner in your state. The
Commission members are:

Mississippi: Kay B. Cobb, State Senator
Chair of the Commission's Economic
Remedies Task Force
Florida: Shirley Coletti, President,
Operation Parental Awareness and
Responsibility (PAR)
North Carolina: Sylvester Daughtry, Chief
of Police, Greensboro
Chair of the Commission's Crimes Code
Remedies Task Force
Texas: David A. Dean, Shareholder,
Winstead, Sechrest and Minick, P.C.
Indiana: Stephen Goldsmith, Mayor of
Indianapolis
Vice Chair of the Commission
Pennsylvania: Daniel S. Heit, President,
Therapeutic Communities of America
California: Judge Rose Hom, Los Angeles
Superior Court
Louisiana: Richard P. leyoub, Attorney
General
Hawaii: Keith M. Kaneshiro, Prosecuting
Attorney for the City and County of
Honolulu
Illinois: Vincent Lane, Chairman, Chicago
Housing Authority
California: Daniel E. Lungren, Attorney
General
Oklahoma: Robert H. Macy, Chairman,
National District Attorneys Association
North Carolina: N. Hector McGeachy,Jr.
Senior Partner, McGeachy and Hudson
law firm
California: Edwin L. Miller, Jr., District
Attorney San Diego County
Mississippi: Michael Moore, Attorney
General
Chair of the new National Alliance on
Model State Drug Laws
Michigan:John D. O'Hair, Wayne County
Prosecutor
Chair of the Commission's Community
Mobilization Task Force
Illinois:Jack M.O'Malley,State's Attorney
for Cook County
Utah: Ruben B. Ortega, Salt Lake City
Chief of Police
Georgia: Robert T. Thompson, Jr.,
Thompson and Associates
Chair of the Commission's Drug-Free
Families, Schools and Workplaces Task
Force.

Washington, D.C.: Kent Amos,
President, Urban Family Institute
Alaska: Ramona L. Barnes, Speaker of the
Alaska House of Representatives
Iowa: Ralph R. Brown,Partner,McDonald,
Brown and Fagen law firm
Pennsylvania: Ronald D. Castille,
Pennsylvania Supreme Court

Because of existing resource
limitations, the Legislative and Public Policy Newsletter is temporarily
suspended.
Please follow this
column for updates on legislative
developments.
~y~
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Be There on A ril 11-14 1994
If

N~1HCC'94 CON1~'I13A'IrD KI!:1'NOTI~, SP~AKRRS
David fit. Ldcly, I~ID, PhD,Professor ofIlealtl~ Po/rc~- ~G
A-laraagerr~e~z1, Dace Ihaivel•sit~~
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you want to make sure your views, concerns and questions are
heard regarding health care reform~ whY not sAeak for Yourself?

At the Sixth Annual National Managed Health Care Congress
(NMHCC), you'll be involved in candid exchanges of information
and the formation of new and rewarding relationships among over
7,000 senior management and clinical decision makers from ALL
constituencies in the management of the nations health care
system— purchaser, provider, payor and supplier.
In addition, NMHCC offers over 125 diverse educational sessions, a
faculty of over 350 internationally renowned speakers, and an
exhibit hall of nearly 400 leading vendors.
So join us on Apri111-14 in Washington at the one Congress that will
really work for you—NMHCC'94. It's the easiest way to change
your world for the better without having to run for office.

For more information call(617J 487-6700 today.

r--------------------------~

~ Yes,l want to be a leader in Washington. Please send me more information about
~

NMHCC'94,April 11.14,1994, and place me on your VIP Priority Pricing List.

~
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Title
Company
Address
City, State,Zip
Phone~Fax

~

Mail to: NMHCC,1000 Winter St., Suite 4000, Waltham, MA 02154 or
fax to:(617)487.6709. Questions? Callus at(617)487.6700.
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INTERNATIONAL REGION

Impressions for the Future
by Vaughn Mosher
aving
reviewed
events of
the past few
and
months
anticipating the
next few years of
EAP growth in
various parts of
Vaughn Mosher
world, It
seems right to specu late on some recent
International indicatorsthatpointtoward
more similar rather than divergent
thinking about EAP concepts.
Two years ago, many of the top
thinkers were keen to highlight radical
differences,and the strategic importance
of cultural diversity's unique impacton
the field. Simultaneously, others were
heraldingthe demise ofEAPs altogether,
as a result of hybrid strains of managed
care.
However, more recently, people in
the know internationally appear to rely
more heavily than ever on the core
elementsofthe EAPfield asthe collective
nucleus for mutations and transitions
into the future. The ever—growing
openness and awareness about
culturally sensitive issues seem to be
strengthening the field rather than
fragmenting it.The mu Ititude and variety
of benefits packages which "were sure
toobliterate EAPs,"have instead allowed
decision makers to see that EAP core
elements are an essential part of any
worthwhile package.
At EAPA's October'93 International
Conference,held in London,the agreed
theme was "Partnership &
Professionalism" and EAPA's
"partners" were two of U.K.'s largest
external providers of EAP services.PPC
UK and ICAS moved beyond
competitive differences in co—
orchestratingone ofthe finest training
events seen in that part of the world.
the
Participants
applauded
collaborative approach because the
other emphasis was on professionalism. They believed that a world
the
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in rapid change requires professional
developmentfrom a partnershipwithin
both public and private sectors, from
businesses large and small, and from
EAP representatives as a combination
of internal, external and blended.
There were American—style issues
and European —oriented factors.
Cultural sensitivities and biases were
examined as significant dimensions
and regarded as both barriers to, and
facilitators for, progress.
One CEO put it nicely. He said:
Aher this conference, 1 realize that
there are no more elements in common
ratherthan in conflictwhen we lookat
what various nations are wanting and
needing to accomplish. Each nation or
region must grapple with similar
aspects of politics, economy, health
care structure, industrial and labor
relations, and so on. How EAP
technology unfolds in any given part
of the world must take .into
consideration all of these things yet
apply them differently, given the
unique circumstances ofeach region.
The CEO went on to say that,for him,
that insight alone was a major benefit.
Multi—national companieswantsimilar
services for their employees, yet each
host nation has a multitude of
differences that present challenges to
delivery of those services.
Decision makers from major local
and muti—national companies were in
agreement that standards needed to be
in place for conducting EAP services,
includingcriteriaforselectingindividual
communitytreatmentcare providersand
treatment facilities, as well as
maintaining watch over clinical
practices.
Along those lines, the U.K. has
developed its own set of Standards
parallel tothecurrent EAPA Standards.
This has provided a pleasurable
challenge to EAPA's Standards
Committee which- is working very
closely with the International Region
to facilitate and/or respond to
membership needs such asthis. At the
Anaheim Board meeting (during the

EAPA 22nd Annual Conference), it
was agreed that an Employee
Assistance Certification Commission
(EACC) member would be assigned to
the Standards Committee with special
responsibilitiesforfacilitatingefficient
communication in liaison with the
International needsofglobal members
outside of North America.
As partof its strategic plan,the present
EAPA Board has placedthedevelopment
of International Chapters and
membership as a high priority. At the
International Forum held in Anaheim,
both the speakers and audience agreed
thatthere are issues ofgreat relevance to
be considered by the International
Region. For that reason, this column
will become a regular feature in the
Exchange. Comments, considerations
and significantevents can beforwarded
to the Exchangeorto myself at Benedict
Associates Limited,P.O. Box HM 2200,
Hamilton HM JX, Bermuda; telephone
(809) 295-2070; facsimile (809) 2929174.
i~
Nextmonth,thelnternational Reglon
column detailsthe ThirdEuropean EAPA
Conference to be held in Augsburg,
Germany, October 17-19, 1994.

Workplace Violence continued
from pg. 18
line supervisors and union leaders need to
be trained how to recognize troubled
employees and taught how to deal with
their stress-related problems through
constructive intervention. O'Hair
cautioned about the increased likelihood
forviolence in a downsizingenvironment,
emphasizingthe importanceofestablishing
a committee to examine the existing rules
and to create new ones where possible.
O'Hair said, "any training that is going to
be done shou Id be done wel I in advance of
a planned downsizing. An Employee
Assistance Program needs to be in place
and available to everyone around the
clock."
This information was supplied by the
U.S. Postal Service.

WOMEN'S
ISSUES
COMMITTED
by Linda Sturdivant, M.Ed., CEAP

As

the new

of
the
EAPA Women's
s s u e s
Committee, I am
pleased to note

ourprogressofthe
past
several
Linda Sturdivant
months. The
committee is in the process of recruiting
new members, including Sharon Fisk
from Supportive Services and Jean
Binstock from Magee Women's
Hospital. Both women come to the
committee from the Pittsburgh EAPA
Chapter, with extensive EAP
backgroundsand enthusiasm abouttheir
three—year committee roles. This
committee seeksseveral addltionalnew
members from other chapters to help
ensure representation on issuesgermane
to women. If you would like to join the
Women's Issues Committee, please cal
me at the number listed below.
The Women's IssuesCommitteewill
be working on a number of projects:
•Coordinatingthe Wnmen'sIssues
Program at the 1994 National
Conference in Boston this Fall.
• Organizing a Speakers' Bureau.
The committee is looking for EAPA
members who would like to join the
Bureau. The Bureau will field requests
from individualsand/ororganizations
for speakers knowledgeable in
women's issues.
•Conducting a survey of randomly
chosen EAPA members to assess how
women are moving professionally in
the EAP and treatment fields.
•Submitting monthly articles tothe
EAPA Exchange.
• Focusing on how to better serve
female clients seen in EAPs and on the
roleofwomen in the EAP andtreatment
fields.
Please contact Linda Sturdivant at
(412)647-3296 if you have an interest
in joining the committee or the

Speakers' Bureau, or in offering idea
for the committee to consider.

VMC Behavioral Healthcare
Services presents a unique and
challenging opportunity for
Masters degree professionals
with three years' post graduate
experience and state licensure
or certification.
Multiple office locations,
serving a large Federal
government agency, are
available West of the
Mississippi. VMC Behavioral
Healthcare Services offers
competitive compensation and
benefits, and an excellent
opportunity for professional
growth in a rapidly expanding
organization.
Experience in mental
health, substance abuse'and
diverse populations is required.
Responsibilities will include
assessment, shortterm
treatment, consultation and
training.
Send resumes to:
RICHARD F. MCCRARY
Director of Human Resources
We are an equal
opportunity employer.

BFII/~VIOR/~L HE1ILTHCARE SERVICES

100 S. Greenleaf
Gurnee, IL 60031-3378
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Supportive Solidarity

Delegatesandguestsatthe

1993
Business Agents Conference
heard FatherJohn McVernon,
who has served as an advisor to the
Sheet Metal Workers' International
Association (SMWIA) Employee
Assistance Program and spoken on
three occasions at the annual
conference, offer the following
stimulating thoughts comparing
possessive and supportive behavior.
How do we define ourselves?
We used to define ourselves by the
work we do. Now, in our consumer
culture, we define ourselves more and
more by the things we own, by the
threads we wear,by the carwe drive, by
the home we I ive in, by the vacation we
take. By defining ourselves in this way,
we can readilyforgetwhatwe really are.
Wecanbecomeisolated."ThaYsmine"
includes the notion:"Not yours."
Now, this notion of the consumer
culture is greatforthe economy because
then I want not "our home," not "our
car," not "our N," not "our meal"(by
the way, only one-third of us regularly
takes meals together). I want"my pad,"
"my wheels,""my screen," my "frozen
entree." It makes us good consumers. It
also isolates us. IYs meals-for-one. IYs
you-deserve-a-break-today or isn't-itti me-you-d i d-someth i ng-for-yourself.
IYs dancing-by-myself.
The
European
Economic
Community says western civilization
is gradually moving from the situation
in which the family was the basic
social unit to one in which the
individual isthe basic social unit. That
is not going to work because we have
a lot in common with some of nature's
other creatures. Birds fly in flocks;
lions stand in prides; and we human
beings, if we are to survive, have to
live with one another. I'm responsible
for you and you're responsible forme.
One = Addiction
The fabric of society is fraying.
What's this got to do with drug and
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alcohol problems? The progression
towards addiction beginswithphysical
predisposition. Somethinginthatdrug
must fit in something in my body like
a key goi ng i nto a lock.That's why a lot
of people thefi rst ti me they shoot dope
know they are going to go back to the
cooker because they just resonate to it.
Bill W.,the man behind A.A., said he
felt a freedom he never knew before as
that liquor drizzled down his gullet.
But there is another element. The
more I use the substance, the more
likely I am to become dependent. The
chemistry of my body will change so
that my system doesn't function
normally unless the drug is present.
That second element is frequency of
use and in our society, chemical
-dependency is practically guaranteed
because the norm is very frequent,
very heavy use.
So, the formula says: Physical
Predisposition times Frequency of Use
factored by the Drug Used equals
Chemical Dependence. Drugs vary in
their addictive value. Glue is not very
addicting. Life has to become pretty
bad before glue feels good. PCP isn't.
Most often the person using PCP is
psychiatrically impaired. Next comes
marijuana; then alcohol (10 to 15
percent of those who use alcohol wi
drinkalcoholically);thenbarbiturates,
amphetamines, heroin, cocaine,
laboratory-created analogs of heroin
like fentanyl and fenfluramine, and
refined forms of cocaine such as
freebase and crack.The most addicting
of all drugs that Americans use:
nicotine. There are very few
recreational smokers.
Solidarity = Recovery
Now take the formula, draw a line
under it and put an element that is
strong enough to stop the progression
of addiction right in its tracks. That
element is social support. The formula
now becomes:Physical Predisposition
times Frequency of Use factored by
Drug Used divided by Social Support
Chemical
Reduced
equals

Dependency.
simple
In
terms, the more
people I have
clustered around
me who care
about meenough
to tell me the
truth, the less
father John
likely I am YO
McVernon
become
addicted or alcoholic. The greater the
level of social support,the greater the
impact on reducing chemical
dependency and on recovery.
To illustrate his point, Father
McVernon chose asegmentfrom"Down
These Mean Streets," a heartrending
story whose author grew up in the New
York City barriosofthe 1940s and 1950s,
with a dad living outside the home. A
young boy, taking a bath, hears his
father has come. He hears his brothers
and sisters joking with him. He starts
scrubbing so fast so he can get to see his
dad and, behold, his father comes into
the bathroom. The child excitedly tries
to impress his father, and ducks under
the water to show off how long he can
hold his breath. He comes up, gasping
for air, to find his father is gone. He's
alone, as he will always be. The
desolation of isolation leads the child to
the city's mean streets, with their crime
and drugs.
Father McVernon went on to point
out that this is where organized labor
comes in. Trade unions, he said, are
aboutsolidarityandnotisolation. With
"busting through the shell that
encapsulates us all, touching another
fellow human being and saying: You
and I havethesameinterests—survival
— no matter what your nationality,
your sex, your color, no matter your
faith." Father McVernon said trade
unionism is going counter to the
consumer culture, which is
unfortunate. He concluded his talk by
encouragingusto livethesong:"Come
on people, smile on your brother.
Everybody get together. Try and love
one another. Right now."
~
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D.C. Chapter Begins Peer Review

Y

ou believe your EAP
program is good but know
that you're looking at it
from an inside–out perspective," says
Dotty Blum,CEAP,Directorofthe EAP
for U.S.Customs Service and President
of the EAPA D.C. Chapter. "As a
professional, you want objective,
informed feedback. Our chapter
members have long expressed interest
in having their EAP programs
evaluated. The goal is to have an
evaluation performed by someone with
a clear understanding of employee
assistance. Who betterthan yourpeers,
who have the necessary background.
..and your respect?
With that, the EAPA D.C. Chapter
members explored the possibilities of
peer-review evaluations.Tkepioneers
include: Blum; Malva Reid,
Coordinator, Amtrak EAP; Dodie Gill,
Co-Director of EAP for Arlington
County Public Schools; Liz McBride,
EAP Counselor, U.S. House of
Representatives EAP;Bern Beidel, EAP
Director,
U.S.
House
of
Representatives EAP; Don Phillips,
President, COPE Inc. EAP Services;
Marta McKennan, EAP Counselor,
COPE Inc.; Suzanne Reynolds,
Sheppard Pratt Employee Assistance
Program; Linda LaScola, LaScola
Qualitative Research, Kathy Church,
Director, EAP, Office of Personnel
Management; Bob Norton, EAP
Counselor, Office of Personnel
Management; Helene King, CoDirector, COPE, Inc., and Ed Wetzel.
The chapter formed an evaluation
committee,chaired by Reid,to form a
set of direcitves and questions that an
evaluation groupwill be able totaketo
an EAP who requests peer review of a
program, its structure and service
deliverycharacteristics. APeer Review
Evaluation Team, led by McBride, is
now ready to test its program. Reid has
agreed to serve as the subject for the
review committee's pilot peer review
project.
The committee presented its work
during a roundtable at the 22nd EAPA
~'

Annual Conference in Anaheim in
November. "The program received a
lot of interest," says Blum, "with a
number of people requesting the set of
questions we will use, as well as more
information on how the project
works."
Those interested in additional
information on the D.C.Chapter's peer
reviewevaluation prngramcan contact
Reid at (202) 906-4160 or Blum at
(202)927-5550.
The Midwest Region (Indiana,
Ohio, Michigan) has agreed to host a
Regional Conference schecluled for
Spring 1995 in Cincinnati, Ohio. A
Region Labor Committee will be
formed to address the issues facing
Labor/EAP.
The Western Canada Chapter
announces its 1993-1994 officers —
President, Karen Carlberg; VicePresident, Terry Parsons; Treasurer,
Bob Yoxall; and Secretary, Juliana
White. The chapter, which recently
created its fourth edition of a database
of resources for chapter members
throughout B.C. and Yukon,continues
to provide monthly two-hour
professional development workshops
— balanced to the EACC's content
area requirements — following the
Chapter meeting.
The Houston Chapter hosts a
conference on February 4; the South
and Southwest Regions will hold their
chapter officers retreat March 3 - 5 in
New Orleans;and the St. Louis Chapter
hosts a conference on March 18.
More than 175 attendees came to
the Provider Fair held by the
Massachusetts Chapter on December
10, 1993 in conjunction with its
holiday luncheon. The Honorable
Judge Albert Kramer presented a
program on alcohol and drugs in the
judicial system, describing issues
pertaining to domestic violence
sentencing and rehabilitation for OUI

offenders. TheChapterisnowplanning
for its May Symposium at Brandeis
University. And, the work has begun
on the 1994 EAPA Annual Conference.
The Greater Tulsa EAP Association
announces its 19'94 EAPA Conference—"Specialized Treatment: Is It
Better? How Is Success Measured? Who
Provides It?," to be held May 13 and
14 atthe Downtown Doubletree Hotel,
Tulsa, OK, during MayFest, the Tulsa
Street Festival. Applications are in
process for PDHs, Social Work CEU~
and LPC CEUs. Watch future editions
of the Exchange for more details. ►~

APRIL IN THE
EXCHANGE
"Layoffs—Coping with Change
What are the EAP challenges
and success stories?"'
How is yourEAP addressing an issue which
seems not to have discovered that the
recession is "over." What experiences can
you share with the readersofthe Exchange?
Please call Beverly Foster at703-522-6272
or fax 703-522-4585 before February 10.
Thank you.
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Video, Seminars
The American Institute
for Managing Diversity
From the firs edition ofChronicles
of The Institute, the newsletter for The
American Institute for Managing
Diversity:
Competing Through Managing
Diversity, a new executive video
seminar, is now available from The
Institute. "The series is an essential
guide for organizations that want to
use their inherent diversity to create a
more dynamic, more productive and
u Iti mately more profitable workplace,"
said Dr. R. Roosevelt Thomas, who
narrates the series. Dr. Thomas,along
with senior executives from
corporations such as Avon, IBM,
Goodyear and the St. Pau I Companies,
provide the viewer with definitions of
diversity and managing diversity;
business rationales and hints for
launching managing diversity; and
phases ofa managingdiversity process.
The Institute collaborated with Nathan/
Tyler, known for the popular Tom
Peters In Search ofExcellence videos.
The Institute can be contacted by
telephone(404)524-7316 or fax(404)
524-0649. Two-day seminars offered
in Atlanta, GA byThe Institute include

"A Guide to Cultural Audits," March
9-10; "Launching Managing
Diversity," March 23-24; and "Total
Quality Management," April 27-28.

Scotland Holds
First EAP Workshop
Solutions,acompanysetup in 1989
to provide employee counseling and
support in private and public sector
organizations throughout Scotland,
organized a November 26 - 28, 1993

workshop, that country's first EAP
workshop. The workshop provided a
forum for practitioners and employees
from Scotland, Ireland and England to
examine three different EAP models,
discuss good practice developments
and share experiences. EAPs were
originally introduced to Great Britain
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in 1981 and have grown rapidly since
1987. There is increasing recognition
that stress in the U.K. workplace now
costs employers ten times more than
industrial disputes and is responsible
for20-25 percentofsickness absence.
In the current climate of recession,
pressure of higher performancetargets
at work, fear of redundancy and a
range of complex social problems,
employers are realizingthe benefits of
EAPs as a strategic management tool
and resource to prevent the
development of crisis events and to
deal with a crisis when it occurs.
Presenter Maurice Quinlan, of the
EAP Institute, Waterford, Ireland,
indicated that alcohol and drug abuse
legislation does not exist in the U.K.
such as that which influenced the
growth of EAPs in the U.S. According
to Quinlan, "support for alcohol and
drug abuse is generally provided
through agencies which are National
Health Service, voluntary or selffunded organizations such as The
Industrial Alcoholism Unit —this
reflects the social and cultural setting
they operate within."

Robert Wood Johnson Awards
HIV: A two-year grant of $86,224
to the New Jersey Women and AIDS
Network will assist HIV-infected
women with accessing avaitable health
services, developing apeer-based
telephone network and providing
information on treatment issues.
Smoking/Substance
Abuse:
Pregnant women in the Trenton area
will be screened whenever they seek
care at the three major hospitals and a
community health care facility in
Trenton as part of routine health care
assessments through atwo-year
$237,881 grant awarded to the
University of Medicine and Dentistry
of NewJersey. School children in lowincomecommunitieswill seeatheater
piece "Precious Threads" that
addresses substance abuse prevention
from a child's perspective, through an

18-month $29,789 grant.
Eldercare: A one-year $165,930
grant to Cadbury Corporation will
create alife-care-at-home program for
senior citizens residing in Burlington
and Camden counties.
Native Americans: Fifteen Native
American organi-zations and tribal
entities serving Indian and Native
American people across the U.S. have
received more than $2.2 million in
grant support to address substance
abuse, including the use of cultural
values and traditions. This represents
the beginning of a $13.5-million
initiative, Healthy Nations: Reducing
Substance Abuse Among Native
Americans. To be addressed: a
deterioratingsenseofculturalheritage;
a lack of consistent messages against,
substance abuse within communities;
and strong peer group pressures. (~

CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS

ACC PDH-approved conferences
and workshops:
Housatonic Chapter of EAPA,
March 1 in Westport, CT, "Assessing
and Intervening Adult Children with
Aging Parents," 1 hr.; April 5, "Are
EAPs Really Meetingthe Needs ofOur
Clients?," 1 hr.;contactJohnHowland,
(203) 372-7415.
Mediplex Group,March 4 atCentral
General Hospital, Hauppage, NY,
"Judaism and the Twelve Steps," 2
hrs.; Apri18 at St.Johns Hospital,"Good
Ethics —Good Business," 2 hrs.;
contact Bob Anderson, (516) 5829883.
Houston Chapter EAPA,March 8 at
HCADA/Houston,TX,"Managed Care
Update," 1.5 hrs.; April 12,"Rational
Recovery," 1.5 hrs.,contact Jim Ezrow,
(713) 567-6400.
The Alcoholic Clinic of
Youngstown, March
10 in
Youngstown, OH, "Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome &Fetal Alcohol Effect," 2
hrs.; April 4 in Youngstown,OH,"The
Art of Art Therapy," 6 hrs.; contact
Doug Wentz,(216) 744-1181.
Youngstown Area Chapter EAPA,
March 11 in Boardman, OH, "Why
Women Seek Therapy," 1.5 hrs.;
contact Elizabeth Williams, 1995 E.
State St., Salem, OH,44460.
Northern Ohio EAPA, March 18 in
Cleveland,OH,"Small Businessesand
EAP,"2 hrs.; April 15,"Managed Care,"
2 hrs.; contactJoseph Calucchia,(216)
429-7434.
Minnesota Chapter EAPA, Apri113
in Minneapolis, MN, "Cultural
Diversity," 2 hrs.; contact Kate Harri,
(612)667-8978.
Rutgers University Center of
Alcohol Studies, April 7 in Piscataway,
NJ, "Individual Counseling with a
Family Perspective," 6 hrs.; April 14,
"Addiction of the 90s: Compulsive
Gambling,"6 hrs.; April 28,"Support
Groupsfor ElementaryAgedStudents,"
6 hrs.; contact Gail Milgram, (908)
932-4317.
Continuing Medical Education
Programs, Department of Psychiatry,
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Contact: Colorado EAPA Chapter
P.O. Box 3106,Littleton, CO 80161,(303)649-6673

March 20 - 23,1994• Radisson Hotel •Denver, Colorado
University of Connecticut Medical
School, April 29 in Farmington, CT,
"Dilemmas in Group Psychotherapy
with Substance Abusers and Family
Members," 5.5 hrs.; contact Dorothy
Kagan or Marlene Gavens,(203)6793789.

~

*

~

Join the EAPA
* Public Policy Conference ,~,
March 13-15
See page 3.

The International Institute on the
Prevention and Treatment~of
Alcoholism and Drug
Dependence
Prague, Czer_h Republic
June 5 - 11, 1994
Presented by the
International Council on
Alcohol and Addictions(ICAA)
an organization sponsored by
The World Health Organization
The 1994 Institute is the 38th
conference on alcoholism and the
21st on drug dependence. For
information, contact Joanne Pilat
at(312) 230-6244.
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...the 22nd EAPA Annual Confev~ence expev~ience
wc~s~v~ecztly enhc~ncec~.
On behalf of the Board of Directors and the more than 2,000 in attendance November 13 17 in Anaheim, California, EAPA,Inc. gratefully acknowledges the following individuals,
chapters and companies:

CHAPTER OFFICERS TRAINING
St. Louis EAP Association
♦ THE CHAPTER PRESIDENTS'LUNCHEON
Concev~n° Evnployee Assistance Prog~~^am •State of Illinois Chaptev~ of
EAPA •Frank Huddleston, CEAP,Foundin8President, EAPA,Indian
Wells, California •North Central Wisconsin EAPA, Stevens Point,
Wisconsin •Connecticut Chapter EAPA, Meridan, Connecticut
DESSERT RECEPTION
Cliartev~ Medical, Western Division, Thousand Oaks, California •
Avnerican Express Travel Related Services
♦ EAPA HEALTH CARE REFORM CAMPAIGN BUTTONS
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Southern California Region
~ EXHIBIT HALL COFFEE SERVICE
Los Angeles Chapter ofEAPA,Los Angeles, California •Orange County
Chapter ofEAPA, Orange, California •Indiana Chapter ofEAPA,
Indianapolis, Indiana
♦ FACULTY RECEPTION
Charter Medical, Thousand Oaks, California
~ MONDAY RESEARCH PRESENTATION
Houston Chaptev~ ofEAPA, Houston, Texas

Presenting
The 23rd EAPA Annual Conference

CALL FOR PAPERS

RESEARCH TRACK
The Upjohn Company, Kalc~ynazoo, MichiBczn

SUBMISSION DEADLINE:
APRIL 1, 1994

TREATMENT TRACK
Suzanne Sooners Institute, Palen Springs,
California

Coming to All Members
by Mail in February
1l~ARK THESE DATES ~'O JO(N US
Novemlber 18 - 21, 1994
Sheraton Boston Hotel, Boston,
Massachusetts

Standards for
Employee Assistance Programs
Part II: Professional Guidelines

The Appendix to Standards
Part II

The Professional Guidelines expands upon and
update the original Standards adopted by EAPA in
1990. The Professional Guidelines is designed to
incorporate the Standardsand add practicalguidelines
for the development, implementation, maintenance
and evaluation ofan employee assistance program. It
is also usefulfor those starting an employee assistance
program to identify key components of an effective
program.

Examples of policies,forms and much more —all in
compliance with the Standards —serve as a guide to
be modified to the needs of your work organization.
Arranged in aloose-leafformat,theAppendixprovides
valuable samples on core functions of EAP activity,
such as:
EAP Dafa Elements

In addition to providing the Standards, and the
rationale behind the Standards, the Professional
Guidelines include essential and recommended
components on how to comply with the Standards.
Examples of how other EAPs comply with the
Professional Guidelines are also included.

Intake Forms

Policy Statements

Release of Information/Consent
to Disclose Forms
Supervisory Referral Form
Sample Position Descriptions

$20 Each, Members;$30 Each, Nonmembers
Check, Money Order, Visa, MasterCard, American Express
Write, Call or Fax
Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201
EAPA, Inc. • 2101 Wilson Boulevard
Telephone:(703)522-6272
Facsimile: (703)522-4585

The Glossary to F~APA Standards II: Professional Guidelines
Defines terms in Standards 11

Defines terms common to EAPs

Promotes standardization for EAP field

Logical System Solutions Inc.
Customized Software Solutions
• C.T.S. - EAP Case Tracking Software

~ WCOMP - Workers Compensation Claim Tracking

SAFENET - Safety Case and Facility Tracking
■

■UTILITY - Utilization Review/Managed Care Tools

■
HEALTHTRAC - Health, Weight &Nutrition Monitoring
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All of our systems are user-friendly, carp be integrated with your existing systems and can be customized.
We have customized solutions for personnel, mental health, marketing and other applications. Our
systems and solutions are available on IBM PC'S and compatibles as well as IBM mainframes.
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Employee Assistance Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201

Dr. Jodi Jacobson Frey
University of Maryland
410-706-3607

